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 COURSE OUTCOMES 

UG: BENGALI 

Sl. 

No. 

SEM 1 
Outcome (within 50 words) 

COURSES 

1 Core 1 

Title –  

  বাাংা ভাার 

উদ্ভব ও ররচয় 

 

   

 The students will be able to know 

about  different stages of Bengali 

language. 

 Vocabulary, Semantics, Case, Dialect 

& Folk dialect. 

 

2 Core 2 

Title – 

    বাাংা 

ারত্যের 

ইরযা(প্রাচীন ও 

মধেযুগ) 

 

 The students will be able to know 

about Sanskrit & Prakrit languages, 

which came before Bengali literature. 

 They can also have knowledge about 

the socio economic aspects of 

Charyapada, Vaishnava Padabali, 

MangalaKavya, Baulgan etc. 

 

3 GE 

 Title – 

বাাংা ভাার 

রবরভন্ন স্তর ও 

 Student able to know about  various 

informations of Language and its 

origins. 

 



বাাংা ভাা চচচ া 

 

 SEM 2  
COURSES 

4 Core 3 

Title –প্রাচীন ও 

মধেযুত্গর দাঠ 

 

 The student will be able to know 

about the spiritual aspects of old and 

middle age of Bengali literature. 

 

 

5 Core 4. Title 

চচযনেজীবনী ও 

মঙ্গকাবে 

ারযোঠ 

 

 

 . The students can gain elaborated 

knowledge about the hole life story of 

Sri Chaitanya . 

  It also gives various information 

about the MangalaDev and Devi . 

 

6 GE 

কাবে ারযে ও 

চবষ্ণব ারযে 

াঠ   

 . . The students can gain elaborated 

knowledge about old and middle age 

textutial knowledge that 

Charyapad,Shri Krisna 

Kirtan,Mongalkabya,Boishnob 

padasahitya etc. 

 It also provides knowledge about 

modern poetry. 

 

 

 SEM 3  

COURSES 



7 Core 5 

Title – 

    উরনল-রবল 

লযত্কর প্রবন্ধ ও 

কাবে ারত্যের 

ইরযা এবাং 

আখ্োন ারযে 

াঠ 

 

 It gives various informations about 

Bengali prose through the writings of 

various writers from its origin till 

now. 

 It also provides knowledge about 

Bengali poetry through various poets. 

 

8 Core 6 

Title- 

 ছন্দ-অঙ্কার ও 

রনবচারচয করবযা 

াঠ 

 

 It provides knowledge about the 

importance of Rhetoric & Prosody in 

enhancing the beautification of 

poetry. 

 

9 Core 7 

Title- 

প্রবন্ধ ারযে 

াঠ 

 Through this part, student can gain 

knowledge about  the contribution of 

essays in the socio-economic aspects. 

 

10 SEC 

Title - 

প্রকল্পত্র রচনা  

 

 

 Provides knowledge about style of 

writing about  project paper in 

Bengali language & literature. 

 

11  GE 

Title –উনো 

ও ছছাট গল্প াঠ 

 

 The student  gain knowledge about 

the   history of Bengali Novel and 

Short story. 

 SEM 4  



COURSES 

12 Core 8 

Title- 

উরনল ও রবল 

লযত্কর নাটে 

ারত্যের 

ইরযা 

 It provides information and deep 

knowledge about the history & style 

of writings of different dramatists, 

Novelists &short story writers of 

19th& 20th century. 

 

13 Core 9 

Title – 

কাবে াঠ 

 

 Provides information &knowledge 

about the history & style of writings 

of different poets of 19th&20th 

century. 

 

14 Core 10 

Title –  

উনো াঠ 

 

By reading the three Novels, we are able to 

know about the ability of writing of 

different Novelists. 

 

15 SEC This paper deals with Research Methods. 

In this paper students can learn about steps 

of research. It can helps pupil to give 

research to the society. 

16 GE This paper deals with Regional 

development. In this paper students can 

learn about several concepts and theories, 

regional disparities, regional development 

etc. It can helps pupil to develop mental 

imagination about the Region and Regional 

planning. 

 SEM 5  
COURSES 



17 Core 11 

Title – 

নাটোরযে 

াঠ 

 

 By reading the three dramas, we are 

about to know about the ability of 

writing of different dramatists. 

 

18 Core12  

Title - 

কাবেযত্ত্ব, 

াশ্চ্োযে ারযে 

মাত্াচনাযত্ত্ব ও 

ারত্যের রূ-

রীরয 

 

 The student  gain knowledge about 

the   poetics through writings of 

different poets, 

 The procedure of criticism and 

information about literary terms. 

 

19 DSE 1  

Title–বাাংা 

ারত্যে প্রভাব  

 

 

 The students will be able to know how 

did Bengali literature get influenced by 

Sanskrit & English literature. 

 

20 DSE 2 

Title -বাাংা 

ছছাটগল্প, ভ্রম্ন 

কারনী ও 

ছগাত্য়ন্দা কারনী 

াঠ   

 

 

 

 The students will come to know about 

the information , History and style of 

writings from this part. 

 

 SEM 6  
COURSES 

21 Core 13  Provides knowledge about the lifestyle, 



Title –

ছাকারযে 

 

 

 

Socioeconomic Condition of the people 

of grass- root level through folk culture 

& folk literature. 

 

22 Core 14 

Title -

াংসৃ্কয,ইাংত্ররজ 

ও প্ররযত্বলী 

ারত্যের 

ইরযা 

 

 We are able to gain information and 

history of Sanskrit & English literature 

and also different writings of neighbour 

literature through this part. 

 

23 DSE 3  

Title  

নাটে ারযে াঠ   

 

 The students will come to know about 

the information of various stages and 

dramas. 

 

 

24 DSE4 

Titleরবীন্দ্র 

ারযে াঠ  

 

 

 The students will come to know about 

the information of Rabindranath Tegor’s 

drama, poetry and short story. 

  

 

 

 

 

 



PG: BENGALI 

Sl. No. 
SEM 1 

Outcome (within 50 words) 

COURSES 

1 BNG-101 

Title – ভাার 

ইরযা ও 

ররচয়  

   

 

 The introduction of history of language:- 

 In order to read, write or comprehend any language 

one should have the basic knowledge regarding that 

particular language; and it is also applicable for 

Bengali. From the very first unit of the topic we will 

be able to know/ learn the general understanding of all 

the varieties of language in the world. Among them the 

most important is 'Indo Iranian' from who is we get to 

know about Aryan language.  

o From the second unit to know the phonetic and 

alphabetical characteristics of Aryan language in 

the middle age of India just after the ancient 

Indian linguistic culture. In addition to the store 

also get to know the concept of various kind of 

Prakrit language.  

 Human dignity we know about Bengali language 

seems get from middel Indian Aryan language and 

about its neighbour  language as well. Moreover we 

can meet a comparative study of Asamese and Odia 

language with Bengali language. 

 In the fourth unit, we will have the general concept of 

the  gradual changes in Bengali literature and its  
emergency the advent of Bengali   transcription from 

Brahmvi lipi , the modern transcription of Bengali 

language ect . 

 

 

2 BNG-102 

Title-মধেযুত্গর 

ারযেধারা  

 The literature of anubad– In the history of middle 

age Bengali literature the importance of Anuvadh  

Sahitya is unconvincing. The influence of the non-

partisan Islam rulers had affected the religious 

books of Hinduism and thus the advent of Anubad 

Sahitya happened amidst the translation of the se 



     

 

religious books. The poets of 15th to 18th century 

translated  Ramayana Mahabharata and Bhagwat. 

We can be aware of the social, political, 

economical and religious aspects by these literary 

works. 

 Vaishnav Sahitya---This genre of Bengali literature 

works deal with the amorous expedition of Shri 

Krishna and this beloved Radha. Vidyapati, Chandi 

Das, Gyana Das and Gobindo Das are same 

reknowned writers who has contributed they are 

works and Prispirs this genre of Bengali literature. 

 Jeevani sahitya:-- jiboni Sahitya is centred  at the 

account of the life story of Sri Chaitanya Dev. He 

preached  the benevolence  of  love in the age of 

anarchy irrespective of caste, religion and wealth. 

He become the consol of mentally depressed people 

his advent head changed the culture society and 

literature of Bengal.  

 

3 BNG-103 

Title – প্রাচীন 

ও আরদ 

মধেযুত্গর 

ারযে াঠ  

 

 Srijyaman and prokprokirna shlok of Bengal before 

the creation of Bengali literature the books written 

in Sanskrit- prakrit and apabhrangsha where known 

as Bengal Sahitya. Search inscription can be called 

the pre of the creation of Bengali literature we get 

the opportunity to learn about the social life in 

Bengal by beach books 

 

4 BNG-104  

Title –অন্ত 

মধেযুত্গর 

ারযোঠ 

 In the syllabus discussed about Vaishnav padavali 

including the M.R explanation of Shri Krishna and 

his beloved Radha.  

 In the second unit there is a discussed and Krishna 

Das kabiraj and Chaitanya verse. It is the most 

notable work in his life which deals with the theory 

of love the theory of Goudio Vaishnav and its 

philosophy 

 In the third unit we have Rameshwar Bhattacharya 

Shivayana verse that deals with the legend lord 



shiva and the social million of the contemporary 

Bengal including Medinipur.  

 

5 BNG-105 

 Title –উরনল 

রবল লযত্কর 

গদে ারত্যের 

ইরযা অ গদে 

ারযে াঠ  

 Serial number 105 of the syllabus we have 

there is a brief discussion on the theory of 

prose literature and text which is also divided 

into 4 section the very fast section details 

with novels of 19th century emergency of 

this general and so on. 

 SEM 2  

COURSES 

6 BNG-201 

Title – 

াধারণ ভাা 

রবজ্ঞান  

 Impact of this course in the student enriched 

about Bengali Grammar and Social 

Language.  

 At first the student have to learn about 

Bengali alphabet- vowel and consonant and 

their location and various characteristic 

feature .also they learn about international 

phonetic alphabet (IPA) and its application. 

Secondly, they have enriched about various 

form of Bengali Language as like morf, 

morfim, alomof. Thirdly, the student have to 

learn  the structure of Bengali sentence and 

the characteristic of sentence. and fourth, 

very important part of the course  socio 

linguistics. In this part the student have to 

know about our social language, dialects, 

register, differential language as like religion, 

age, gender etc and transformation of 

language, language plan. 

 

 

 



 

7 BNG-202 

Title-উরনল 

রবল লযত্কর 

কাবে করবযা াঠ  

 

 

 Poetry Reading of   Nineteen and Twenty Century . 

This chapter is very important for the student. They 

have to know about poetry and poet in that Century. 

Over all society is reflex  in the poetry and the poet 

in influenced by the socioeconomic situation. 

 

8 BNG-203 

Title –

রবীন্দ্রারযে 

াঠ    

 The student enrich his knowledge about 

Rabindranath  Tagore who is world famous poet 

and his wonderful creation in this course the 

student  reads the famous poetry SHYAMALI  and 

famous symbolic drama RAKTA  KARABI.They 

also read famous novel the CHATURANGA  and 

the wonderful creation Tegor’s  short stories as like 

POST MASTER,KABULI WALA,KHUDIT 

PASHAN,AK RATRI AND LABROTORY. In this 

part they gather their knowledge  about 

Rabindranath Tagor, who creates various type of  

literary form and  different matter in our society 

with human being. Also include in this creation 

about our mind. 

 

9 BNG-

204(CBCS) 

Title –বাাংা 

ভাা  যত্ত্ব ও 

ারত্যের াঠ   

 The student who is read in other subject as like 

History and Sanskrit as per University norms, In 

this course the student have to read about Bengali 

language and literature .  Bengali Linguistic and 

Literature Reading specially. The students  are 

introduced by the course  and they learned about 

Bengali Grammar and Literature. They have to 

know about Bengali language   about Phoneme, 

Morpheme etc. And they learn about   the old age 

and middle age literature they also learn about 

Farce-BURO SALIKER GHARE ROW.  

10 BNG-205 

Title – 

 As per University norms the student have to write a 

research project about Bengali literature .The 



গত্বণাধমী 

প্রকল্প রচনা 

 

research project made by abstract ,introduction, 

back ground development, objective  and 

discussion .In this project conclusion is very 

important . Make a Research Project by the student-

its very important matter for their future and  it is 

the first step of their research work  for future 

research study.   

 

 SEM 3  

COURSES 

11 BNG-301 

Title – উরনল-

রবল লযত্কর 

উনোত্র 

ইরযা ও াঠ  

 The student learned about the History of   Novel of 

the two Century. The students  have to read the 

specific writer, who create the famous Novel in 

Bengali Literature. They also learn in this part the 

specific Nobel that KRISHNAKANTER WILL 

author of Bankimchandra Chattapadhya,PATHER 

PANCHALI author of  Bibhuti bhushan 

Bondhoypadhya and PRATHAM PROTISRUTI 

author of  Ashapurna Devi.They will find the socio 

economic perspective and the complete form of 

human nature from this Novels. 

 

12 BNG-302 

Title-উরনল 

রবল লযত্কর 

ছছাটগত্ল্পর 

ইরযা ও াঠ  

 In Bengali Literature, short story introduced by 

Rabindranath Tagore. The student Learned the 

History of short story of the   19
th
&20  Century. 

The students  have to read the specific story writer, 

who Create the Famous short  story in Bengali 

Literature. Also they have to learn about the short 

story ,western short story and provincial short story 

.So, they have enriched their knowledge  about 

short story. In this short story student have to know  

about the socio economical condition both Bengal, 

province and western socio economical condition 

and writer’s motivation. 

 



13 BNG-303 

Title –বাাংা 

নাটক ও প্রনঃ 

উরনল ও রবল 

লযক   

 

 Drama and farce are the mirror of   social. So, the 

student are enriched his knowledge by the history 

of   Drama of that century. They have to read the 

specific play  writer , who create  the famous drama 

in Bengal .As L like BURO SHALIKER GHARE 

ROW  written by Madusudan Dutta,JONA written 

by Girish chsnda Ghosh and NABANNA written 

by Bijay Bhattacharya. 

 

14 BNG-

304(CBCS) 

Title – প্রাচে 

ারযে যত্ত্ব ও 

বাাংা ারত্যের 

রবরবধ াঠ  

 

 

 This course is designed for other student of P.G. 

who reads in History and Sanskrit.In this course the 

student  learned about the theory of Oriental 

Literature and enriched his knowledge about 

various types of  form in  Bengali Literature as like 

poetry, short story, Novel,essay etc. Oriental 

literature  is very important matter for creation of 

literature and the student (other than Bengali 

literature)have to know general idea of   various 

form f Bengali literature and creator. 

 

15 BNG-305 E 

&305F 

Title- 

কথাারযে 

(রবত্ল ত্র) 

 

 Students are engaged to the research oriented 

subject with his/her owns capability and interesting 

for their course. 

 This paper is consist by the Project   writing . The 

student enriched his own knowledge from field 

survey and collecting of Folk things. Which  is very 

effective for his future life. 

 This paper is consist  by the Project writing. The 

student learned about Bengali Fiction, which is 

very effective for future         work. 

 SEM 4  

COURSES 

16 BNG-401   

This course consist by   transformation  variant  and  



Title –বাাংা 

ারত্য রূান্ত্র, 

াঠান্তর, 

অনুবাদ ারযে 

ছপ্ররণা 

 

 

translation in Bengali literature .The student 

learned about Transformation and Variant of 

Bengali Literature which in very important of their 

study life. Also, Specifically, translated Literature 

from Sanskrit to Bengali in very impotant they 

enriches by the course. 

 

17 BNG-402 

Title –প্রাচে 

ারযেযত্ত্ব 

 

 For the student of   Poetry, The Orient Literary 

Theory is very important of our student . In This  

chapter , They have to know about the structure 

.Method of the poetry . 

 

18 BNG-403 

Title – 

াশ্চ্াযে  

ারযেযত্ত্ব 

 

 

 Now, the Western Literary theory is the post our 

Literary study . 

 The Theory is very important for the comparative 

study of Bengali literature and students are 

enriched his knowledge about other   then Indian 

Literary Theory. 

 

19 BNG-404 

Title -বরবচঙ্গীয় 

বাাংা 

ারযেচচচ া ও 

ভাা আত্ন্দান  

 They are enriched about the study of Bengali 

Literature in the other   state  as like Assam , 

Tripura  , Bihar , Jharkhand , Orisha. They are 

noticed   many writer who have created many 

famous literary work  in Bengali.Also the  

important matter is that the co-relation of  other 

society,other state with our society. It  is very 

interesting subject that the writer (both Bengal and 

other state) have to think about our mind or heart 

and  create many creation.  

 

 

20 BNG-405  Student are well known about Folk Literature and 

Folk love in the particular area . It is very most 



9(E&F) 

Title – ছাক 

ারযে ও 

কথাারযে(রব

ছল ত্র)  

interested part of study. About Local Language,      

and daily life – they are looked and enriched his 

knowledge. It is very important for their future 

research activities.  

 This paper in made by many novel and short story. 

Students are learned various type of  theme , 

character and            matter from Novel or short 

story . They enriched his knowledge for their future 

research  work  from this paper. 

 

  

 

 

 


